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reader,. this takes some of the sing out o 
Mr. Lane's inside dope. 

Gamely the defense lawyer tackles tb. 
prosecution's best evidence: Commiasion Ex 
hibit 390, a bullet judged by ballistics ex 
parts to have been fired from Oswald. 
Mnnlicher-Caroano rifi., found in the boo: 
depository. The bullet was discovered on 
stretcher at Parkland Hospital. (Whethe 
the stretcher had carried President Kenned: 
or Gov. Connelly is an exhausting idde-ary 
ment the experts .chew am) How to..absolw 
Oswald? The stretchers were unguarded 
*says -Mr. Lane. ."There were many',unan 
thorised..persons it the hospital." The,  bulk 
had been under a mat on the stretcher 
"Even if the bullet had somehow shakei 
free from . GOv. Connilly, it is difficult t 

. imagine bow it lodged under the mat wiles. 
It was placed there." he tioncludes. 

• Antio Mr. Lane's fleet conspirators, rat 
ing the stricken limousine to the hospital 
hoodwinked the dull-witted commis:1km. 

Edward Jay Epstein is a relative new 
comer to the circle of assassination experts 
in fact, he hadn't intended to join. As 
graduate student in American governmen 
at Cornell last year, he set out to write 
case study of the way a. temporary govern
ment.  org•anisitioli (the Warren', Commie 
don) functions "in an •extraordinasy situ 
non in which. there are no rules or pram 
dents to guide it." 

A good idea for a master's thesis: Safe 
technical and dull. But Mr. Edstein guicid; 
got the bug, and the resulting book, "In 
quest," -offers the' commercially marketabl 
conclusion that the commission's work we 
superficial and maybe even 

"The primary subject of this book is tb• 
Warren Commission, not the sisarsinatiot 
itself," says Mr. Epstein at the outset. T. 
the extent he :sticks to this task "Inquest' 
is a valuable study of how government tic 
ctslons-by.00nunittees .are developed. 
Absenteeism on-the Comiiiistdoti 

The seven commissioners *mere often to 
busy with their 'regular jobs. to 'attend th 
hearings; "only three commissioners hear. 
more' than bait the testimony, and the aye: 
age commissioner heard 45%," Mr. Elute 

• reports. (There's no count on the Fine span 
studying the hearing transcript:, at horn. 
at night.) Senior lawyers on the Staff wer 
often absent, throwing the burden.  on a MN 
overworked underlings. Some chaPier; of th 
final report were rewritten as manyas 2 
times before all' the commissioners wen 
satisfied. 

So much for the internal working. 
 

the commission, as uncovered
'. 
 Mr. Er 

stein's interesting interviews ant; meagre. 
But this research led him, despite initia 
disclaimers, into 	own study of th 
usassination's details and right down th 
slippery slope toward a 	 thee* 
• The commission concluded • 	• mot 
ably 'fired three shots from 'his 	depose 
tory lair. There was. "persuasive' evidence 
it said, that a non-fatal bullet • • 	t 309 
hit the back of the President': n ' emerge. 
at the throat, passed through Coy. 
%Mar snit wrist smel indeed mainly intact i 
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More Views on the Assassination 
John Sherman Cooper, Republican Sena-

tor and ex-ambassador, positions himself 
carefully erect on s. sofa, polished shoes 
together. He jerks his head to the right, 
staring over his shoulder toward the Banat* 
anteroom's gilded ceiling. He swings his 
head again, this time looking over his left 
shoulder. 

To a passer-by the Senator's behavior 
Might look strange indeed. But his running 
commentary to a visitor seated nearby is 
clear enough: These were the body move-
:nests of Texas Gov. John Connally upon 
hearing the first shot fired at President Ken-
smdrs open car in Dallas. The governor was 
sitting on a jump seat just in front of the 
President. And he was struck by one of the 
two bullets that hit Mr. Kennedy. 

Or was he? 
Did Longstreet's blunders deny Lee victory 

at Gettysburg? Should a delayed referee's 
count have, deprived Dempsey of his title 
in the Tunney fight? The Kennedy usassina-
tion as it recedes in time has left just that 
mune residue of doubt which nourishes the 
endless speculations of Civil War buffs and 
boxing connoisseurs. There exists now a 
growing cult of experts on the assassination; 
people who argue about just bow Gov. Oan-
=My sat, just where the bullets struck, just 
bow long it takes to work the bolt on .0s- 
weld's rifle. 	• 

Along with Chief Justice Warren and five 
other distinguished men, Sen. Cooper is a 
veteran member of the circle of lxassina-
tion experts, by virtue of service on the 
commission appointed to investigate Mr. 
Kennedy's death. The gruesome lore 'of the' 
cue was circulated widely in October Met 
with publication of the commission's 11811- 
page report naming Lee Harvey Oswald as 
the unaided killer. This verdict against a 
Castro-admiring leftist was challenged at the 
time by only a few Americans—and a good 
many Europeans—who clung to theories of 
a right-wing conspiracy. 

Now this summer the cult of assassina-
tion experts is growing again with publica-
tion of two books, "Rush to Judgment" by 
Mark Law and: "Inquest" by Edward Jay 
Epstein. Both attack the Warren Commis-
sion's investigation as a sloppy piece of de-
tective work; both seek to shake public ac-
septa:me of the idngle-assassin theory. 

It's relatively easy for an author to "raise 
doubts" about the commission's work by se-
lective emphasis on the plentiful evidence 
(mainly collected and published by the oran-
mission itself in Si backup volumes) running 
counter to the case against Oswald. In a 
widely remarked review of the Epstein book, 
Richard Goodwin, a former aide to Prod- . 
dent Kennedy, has suggested that the cue 
be reopened because of the points scored 
against the oommon's work. 

• 
The Hard Evidence 
, When it comes to offering substitute 
theories about the _aseassination, however, 
the anti-commission writers bump against the 
hard data on, wIlich the commission' relied. 
However lamely, these must be gotten 



   

  
  

  

Wear enougn: Tries° were 1110 body move-
ments of Texas Gov. John Connally upon 
hearing the first shot fired at President Ken-
nedy's open car in Dallas.. The governor was 
sitting on a jump seat juit in front of the 
President. And he was struck by one of the 
two bullets that hit Mr. Kennedy. 

Or was he? 	 • 
Did Longstreet's blunders deny Lee victory 

at Gettysburg? Should a delayed. *referee's 
count have deprived Dempsey of his title 
in the Tunney•fight? The Kennedy assassina 
tion as it recedes in time has left just that 
same residue of doubt which nourishes the 
endless speculations of Civil War buffs and 
boxing connoisseurs. There exists now a 
growing cult of experts on the assassination; 
people who argue about just how Gov. Con-
nally sat, just where the bullets struck, just 
how long it .takes to .work the bolt on . Os-
weld's rifle. 

Along with Chief Justice Warren and five 
other distinguished men, Sen. Cooper is a 
veteran member of the circle of assassina-
tion experts, by virtue of service on the 
commission ' appointed to investigate Mr. 
Kennedy's death. The gruesome lore of the 
case was circulated widely in October 1984 
with publication of the commission's 888-
page report naming Lee Harvey Oswald as 
the unaided killer. This verdict against a 
Castro-admiring leftist was challenged at the 
time by only a few AmeriCans—and a good 
many Europeins—who clung to theories of 
a right-wing conspiracy. 

Now this summer the cult of assassina-
tion experts is growing again with publica-
tion of two books, "Rush to Judgment" by 
Mark Lane • and "Inquest" by Edward Jay 
Epstein. Both attack the Warren Commis-
sion's investigation as a sloppy piece of de-
tective work; both seek to shake public ac-
ceptance of the singlemssassin. theory. 

It's relatively easy for an author to "raise 
doubts" about the commission's work by se-
lective emphasis on the plentiful evidence 
(mainly collected and published by the com-
mission itself in 26 backup volumes) running 
counter to the case against Oswald. In a 
widely remarked review of the Epstein book, 
RichardGoodwin, a former aide to Pres', 
dent Kennedy, has suggested that the case 
be reopened because of the points scored 
against the commission's work. 

The Hard Evidence 
, When it comes to offering substitute 
theories about the 'assassination, however, 
the anti-commission writers bump against the 
hard data on, wliic.h the commission relied. 
However lamely, these must be gotten 
around. An incriminating bullet could have 
been spirited into Parkland Hospital by con-
spirators and "placed" for the cops to find. 
A key autopsy report by Navy doctors could 
have .  been .."changed" by an unscrupulous 
Chief Justice and his commission cronies. 
Reviewing the Epstein book, a University of 
California philosophy, professor became so 
carried away that he decided there had to 
be two Dallas gunmen, one..physically re-
sembling Oswald—and that Oswald himself 
merely had the assignment of setting caught. 

By now the people who know about the 
"grassy knoll" in Dallas undoubtedly are 
more numerous than the ' cult of .Civil War 
buffs who dispute events at the "clump of 
trees" at Gettysburg. The grassy knoll is 
the spot Meer the 'Texas beck • depository 
where Mr. Lane • miggeits an Undiscovered 
marksman fired. at the Preside:Ts car. The 
Whole point of hislirst two .chapteru. is to get 
the. gunfire • away from the sixth-floor book 
depository 'Window from which the commis- 
sion decided all the shots came.: 	• 

Mr Tam. I. an nld hand at thlw a Now 

 
  

  

Oswald? The stretchers were unguarded, 
says Mr. Lane. "There were rnanr,unau-

' thorized persons at the hospital." The, bullet 
had been under a mat on the stretcher. 
"Even if the bullet had somehow shaken 
free from Gov. Conniliy,.. it is difficult to 
imagine how it lodged under the mat unless 
it was placed there," he concludes. 

And.  soMr. Lane's fleet conspirators, rac-
ing . the- stricken limousine to the hospital, • 
hoodwinked the dull-witted commission. 

Edward - Jay Epstein is a relative new-
comer to the circle of assassination experts; 
in fact, he hadn't intended to join. As a 
graduate student in American government 
at Cornell last year, he set out to melte a 
case study of the way a temporary govern-
ment, organization (the Warren Commis-
sion) functions "in an extraordinary situa. 
tion in which. there are no rules or prece-
dents to guide it." 

A good idea for a master's thesis: Safe, 
technical and dull. But Mr. Epstein quickly 
got the bug, and the resulting book, "In-
quest," .offers the commercially marketable 
conclusion that the commission's work was 
superficial and maybe even dishonest. 

"The primary subject of this book is the 
Warren Commission, not the assassination 
itself," says Mr. Epstein at the outset. To 
the extent he sticks to this task "Inquest" 
is a valuable study of how government de-
cisions-by-committees are developed. 
Absenteeism on-the Commission 

The seven commissioners .were often too 
busy with their regular jobs- to attend the 
hearings; "only three commissioners heard 
more' than half the testimony, and the aver-
age commissioner heard 4596," Mr. Epstein 
reports. (There's no count on the time spent 
studying the hearing transcripts at home 
at night.) Senior lawyers on the staff were 
often absent, throwing the burden on a few 
overworked underlings. Some chapters of the 
final report were re-written as many as 20 
times before all the commissioners were 
satisfied. 

So much for the internal workings of 
the commission, as uncovered by Mr. Ep. 
stein's interesting ,interviews and research. 
But this research, led him, despite initial 
disclaimers, into 'his own study of the 
as 	details and right down the 
slippery slope toward a conspiracy theory. 
• The commission concluded Oswald prob- 

ably fired three shots from his book deposi- 
tory lair. There was "persuasive" evidence, 
it said, that a non-fatal bullet (Exhibit 399) 
hit the back of the President's neck, emerged 
at the throat, passed through Gov. Connally's 
body and wrist and lodged mainly intact in 
his thigh .before falling out at the hospital. 
One of the bullets "probably" missed the 
car completely, and the other fatally shat-
tered the President's head. 

'Mr. Epstein, acknowledges the commission. 
had a strong case againit Osivald. But he as 
cuses It of failing . to check out sufficiently. 
the possibility -that Oswald had an -accom-
plice firing from the grassy knoll. 

The single-assassin theory collapses, the 
author reasons, if the President and goier-
nor weren't actually bit by. Bullet -399... "It 
was physically impossible tor' the issamdna-
tion rifle to have been fired twice during the 
time period. when the President and Gov. 
Connally were first wounded," . he • says. 
"Either both men were 	by the same 
bullet,-or there -were t*o • 

, This' isn't hews 'tin readers' obi the Warren 
0041:4isougned:11s.,Kolgent of 

the bullet'srArajectory..aLlength. ;What the 
report didn't say, and Mr. • Epstein now ex-

" ploitt it, Is that -kn.= document compiled 
less than a month -after- the aaseishuttioir 
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.onager ,..by an unscrupulous 
A and Lial:f icimmission cronies. 
this Zpirteh) book, n'Unieersity of 

.As,..philosophrtprOfeeserbocame so 
.ed laisty that. he decided there had to 
two Dallas Mine% .one.  physically 

Ambling Oswald—and that Oswald himself 
merely had the astignment of getting caught. 

By now the peoplewho know about the 
"grassy knoll" in Dallas undoubtedly are 
more numerous than. the • cult of .Civil War 
buffs who dispute events' at the "clump of 
trees" at Gettysburg. The grassy knoll is 
the spot near the"Texas ' book • depository 
where Mr. Lane stiggests an Undiscovered 
marksman fired. at the Presidenkbe car. The 
whole point Of hiss.first two chapters is to get 
the. gunfire • away from the sixth-floor book 
depository 'Window from which Aye' commis-
sion decided all the shots 'come.: 

Mr. Lane Is. an old hand at this; a New 
York lawyer who sought to act as Oswald's 
attorney during the investigation, he knows 
the Cane thoroughly and has won a wide 
European . following' with his conspiracy 
theories. "Rol& to Judgment" is, the book 
version of the courtroom. defense Oswald 
might have received but for the vengetul 
Jack Ruby.. 	. 	. 

As a good. trial lawyer would, Mr: Lane 
dwells on testimony of eyewitnesses who 
thought the shots' mutts from the knoll, main-
ly ignoring -others 'who .heard gunfire from 
the top of a nearby underpass or from the 
limopsine itself. The tertimo4 of.some (but 
not all) of those who placed the source at the 
book depository is dissected with all the zest 
of a bewigpd. Charles Laughton in an Eng-
lish courtroom - .movie. Characteristically of 
the anti-commission boOksc  many Of the dis-
crepancies' triumphantly described by Mr. 
Lane were .diecussed frankly in .the. pages of 
'the Warren. Report. itself. For the thorough  

. 	. 
. . and Salt 

terea me A-Taxmen:. I /AMU. 
'Mr. Epstein, acknowledges, the commission. 

had a strong case againit Oswald. But he as ' 
cusses it of failing . to check put sutficiently;  
the possibility "that Oswald had att7accom-
plies firing from the grassy knoll. 

The single-assassin theory collapses, the • 
author reasons, If the President and veer-
nor weren't actually hit by. Bullet 399.. "It 
was physically' impossible 'for the assasiina-
tion rifle to have been fired twice during the 
time period when the President and Gov. 
Connally were first wounded, "he says. 
"Either both men were hit by the same 
bullet, or there were two assassins." . 

This' isn't news to readers of the Warren 
Report,' which discussed the, problem of 
the bullet's trajectory .at. length. What the 
report didn't say, and Mr. Epstein now =- 
plonk it, is that an FBI document compiled 
less than a month after the assassination.  
referred not to a penetrating neck wound but 

, to a bullet wound in the President's back that 
had no outlet. One bullet hole, ergo, two 
assassins. • 

The Autopsy Report 
Standing in the way of ' this conclusion 

is an official Navy report of an autopsy on 
the President's body. performed in Bethesda 
only hours after the*. shooting: The autopsy 
doctors said they found a back-to-front neck 
wound, consistent with the (inn:mission's 
theory that the same bullet went on to strike 
the governor. To *asp his two-astiassin. prop-.  
osition alive, .Mr. Epstein mutt do something 
about that autopsy report. 

They faked it, ' he suggests in these 
words: "If the FBI reports are accurate 
as all the evidence indicates they are, then 
a central aspect of the autopsy was changed 
more than two months after the autopsy 
examination, and the autopsy report pub-
lished in the Warren Report is not the origi-
nal one."  

The commissioners could have done such 
an outrageous thing, he says, because they 
wanted to establish the "political truth": 
A reassuring finding that the lone assassin 
had been caught and the case was indeed 
closed. Here at its central point, Mr. Ep-
stein's argument is weakest. 

The FBI has• said its December 1968 
reference to the back wound was wrong. 
The signatures of three doctors—and their 
professional reputations — are forever fixed 
on the Navy autopsy report; would they 
have signed a phony one, knowing that tin- 

' published photographs of the . President's 
•; wounds exist? Would all seven comas-

stoners have refused to blow the whistle on 
doctored evidence? House GOP leader. 
Gerry Ford could have made such fakery 
the sensation of the 1964 elections. Sen. 
Richard Russell of Georgia could have be-
come the hero of the South by discrediting 
Earl Warren. 	• 

The commission conceded early in its 
.report that it could not flatly declare there 
was no conspiracy, "because of the dif-
ficulty of proving negatives to a certainty." 

... This is the basic hunting license for the 
anti-commission books — those already writ-
ten, and those to come. • 

Meanwhile, if you want to become an 
expert on the assassination yourself, read 

. the Lane book for a virtuoso. performance 
by a lawyer with a weak' case. Read the 
Epstein book' for an 'Inside look . at . Gov..' 

I ern:neat-mad trying to muddle through. And.  
I read the 'Warren Report, still the beet so-

count of the assassination of the President. 
. 	' ,./ - ....,,AELIN .T.IARGS 

Buirh to isdigesi it, By Mari liana Reit: 
Rinehart •Ig• Wins a:-  CM Paola 11146. - Viking . 

hiqueet. By Edward Jay Epstein. " TWILL 
St4 vases $5. 


